Upholstery Fabric Paint Instructions
STOP

For Waterproof Outdoor Paint, see back.

Read Before You Paint

Read these important instructions before using Waterproof Outdoor Fabric Paint.

B e f o r e y ou b e g i n

Carefully read these instructions in
their entirety and the instructions on
the can before spraying your project.
This paint is specialty paint. It acts like a dye or a stain and
sprays unlike any other spray paint.
For Outdoor Fabric Paint instructions, see back of pamphlet.

Test the material with water.
Test material for absorbency by sprinkling water on the
fabric. If water beads up, it is no good. If water soaks in, it is
okay to test paint on a hidden area of your project.
The color on the can is based on spraying white fabric. The
underlying fabric color will change how the paint looks. We
do not recommend radical color changes. You can go light to
dark, but not dark to light. Test on a hidden area of your
project before proceeding.

T E S T I N G T H E PA I N T

PAINTING YOUR PROJECT, continued

Practice. At first the paint may shoot out. Do not be alarmed.
Keep full tension on the trigger until a cone spray appears.
Please note that young children often need help spraying.

Keep the can upright while spraying.

There is a tube attached to the spray mechanism (like a Windex
bottle). If the can sputters, tilt the can upright so that paint will be
in the tube. To avoid sputtering and wasting propellant, keep the
can upright as much as possible when spraying. Tilting your
project is okay but return it to its flat position to avoid drips.

Several coats look better than one
heavy coat.
Less is more. Do not soak your project with paint. Paint
evenly but not heavily. It may look like nothing is happening,
but resist the urge to use more paint. Let paint dry for about
20 minutes before applying a second coat.
See cleaning instructions below to prevent paint from drying
inside the nozzle.

Test the paint on a hidden area of your
item and let it dry for 72 hours before
spraying the entire thing.

It’s best to use the entire can in a
single application.

DO NOT OVER SHAKE THE CAN. If the paint adheres to
the hidden area and you are satisified with the results AFTER
is it fully dry, only then should you proceed to spray the rest
of the piece. PLEASE SEE INSIDE FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTION.

What if the can doesn’t spray?

PA I N T I N G Y O U R P R O J E C T

Sputtering may mean there is an internal spring that is stuck. If
this seems to be the case, give the top of the can a firm tap or
bang it on a hard surface to dislodge the spring.

DO NOT open multiple cans at once.

If there’s a problem, STOP opening cans and call us at
(401) 769-8800, 10:00 AM–5:30 PM, Monday–Friday.
We cannot reimburse for opened or used cans.

Prep your work area and cover areas
you do not want paint on.
Use painter’s tape, plastic, and cardboard to adequately protect
any surfaces from unwanted paint. This paint will not wash out.
To prevent drips, start and stop spraying off of your project.

Pull the can’s trigger back all the way.
This will create a wide, conical spray that’s easy to control and
apply. If you pump or pull the trigger partially, you will allow
the propellant to escape without paint. This wastes propellant
and will ultimately render the can useless.

However, you may reuse the can if you clean the nozzle.
DO NOT OVER SHAKE THE CAN. It is rare that you will have a
bad can. First, make sure the can’s top is on tight. If it is, tug the
trigger forward and push back gently to reset it.

If the problem persists, please call 1.401.769.8800 before
opening any additional cans.

How to Clean for Storage
Turn the can upside down. Spray until it sprays clear. Rinse the
nozzle with water until it’s clean. Store the can upside down
with the nozzle submerged in water (e.g., in a plastic cup).

C O N TA C T U S
If you have additional questions after reading these
instructions, please contact Sunshine Joy at:
Phone (401) 769-8800

E-mail info@SunshineJoy.com

Web     
www.FabricSprayPaint.com

Upholstery Fabric Paint

Spray your furniture back to life.

Upholstery Paint Colors

B e f o r e y ou b e g i n

8 oz. Cans     

Test the paint FIRST.
IMPORTANT When painting furniture,

Colors available
in quantities of:

be sure to do a COMPLETE TEST on

a hidden area that matches the surface
fabric. Let the paint dry completely

Single Cans
$11.50

over three days, then check to make

sure your paint adheres to the fabric
and that you’re satsified with results

6-Packs
$57.00

before starting your project.

Only open one can at a time. We are

not responsible for the results of your

12-Packs
$114.00

painting project and cannot credit for
opened cans or damaged furniture.

Upholstery Painting Tips & Techniques

Burgundy
PMS #201
SP406
Brite Red
PMS #185
SP404
Burnt Orange
PMS #173
SP402
Hunter Green
PMS #560
SP403
Sage Green
PMS #5757

This eight-ounce Upholstery formula is
specifically designed for high-contact
surfaces such as seats, couches, or
hammocks. There is UV protection for
outside use.

SP409

Do not use upholstery spray if you
intend to put the piece through the
washing machine.

SP401

This paint does not work on shiny, stainprotected, or waterproofed material.

$11.50

Navy
PMS #294

Caribbean Blue
Spruce up the porch furniture with some
cans of Navy Upholstery Fabric Spray Paint
for a fresh new look.

Always test first. If you cannot painttest the area, use water to see if it soaks
in or beads up. If it beads up, do not
continue painting and call us to return
unopened cans.
Make sure to test on an unworn area.
Stain-proofing tends to wear off over
time where people sit. Test an area that
gets little wear to ensure paint adheres
to entire project. You will also need
to determine how much paint you need.

PMS #3135
SP410

Periwinkle
PMS #2727
SP407
Plum
PMS #255
SP405
Lavender
PMS #Purple
SP411
Saddle Brown
PMS #4695
SP408
Camel
PMS #4645
SP413
Black
PMS #Black
SP400
Charcoal Grey
PMS #432
SP412

PLEASE NOTE The color of these paint
products may vary from the colors printed
on this page. Depending on the original color
and material of your project, the paint color
will vary due to blending. Test the paint on a
hidden area of your project first to confirm
you are satisfied with the resulting color.

Buttons and folds can be tricky to spray.
We suggest rubbing in the paint with
a rag as you spray to get all the nooks
and crannies.

Give your couches and lounge seats a
modern makeover with our Sage Green
Upholstery Fabric Paint.
Fa br ic SprayPa i nt.com

For Velvet The paint sticks to the hairs.
Brush with a cloth after it’s dry to soften.
clean, and free of body oils.

Revive sun-faded outdoor cushions with a
bold new color to brighten up the yard and
pool deck for spring and summer.
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For best results, fabric must be dry,

